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(54) AUTOMATED INSTANTIATION OF VIRTUAL PRODUCTION CONTROL ROOM

(57) Systems and methods for providing an environ-
ment for creating media content are disclosed. According
to at least one embodiment, a computer-implemented
method for providing an environment including a virtual
production control room (VPCR) for creating media con-
tent is disclosed. The computer-implemented method in-

cludes: requesting, from a user, information regarding
the environment to be provided; receiving, from the user,
the information; and creating the environment by provi-
sioning a plurality of resources for the VPCR from among
a plurality of cloud computing resources based on the
received information.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S)

[0001] Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 119(e), this application
claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application
No. 63/025,928, filed May 15, 2020, the contents of which
are hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entire-
ty.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The production of live media content (such as
television programs or a podcast) may require use of a
production control room, which encompasses hardware
and/or firmware equipment that is located in physical
premises such as a building or a facility. Physical pro-
duction control rooms are not only expensive to build but
also could take months to set up. Physical production
control rooms are typically configured by human opera-
tors who are also located at the physical premises. While
some pieces of equipment in a physical production con-
trol room may be operated remotely, remote access may
not facilitate operation of all or key pieces of hardware
and/or firmware equipment. For example, it may be dif-
ficult to dynamically allocate and access, from a remote
location, equipment such as a video switcher or an audio
mixer, and have the equipment correctly configured for
communicating with each other and with a remote user.
[0003] In other aspects, high-performance computing
workstations may be used in the production of media
content (e.g., graphic art, editorial content, television pro-
grams for either broadcast or other forms of distribution,
etc.). Such workstations are used by individuals including
media artists and video editors. While using such work-
stations to perform tasks relating to the production of me-
dia content, these individuals may value features relating
to system performance, responsiveness, speed, render
times, color and/or lag times.
[0004] However, the costs associated with providing
production control rooms and production workstations
may be quite high. These costs include not only the costs
associated with purchasing hardware, but also the costs
associated with maintaining the hardware over time. Al-
so, as these are normally dedicated facilities, the equip-
ment may remain dormant and underutilized for large
percentages of time.

SUMMARY

[0005] With respect to various embodiments disclosed
herein, techniques are described for reducing a reliance
on physical hardware and/or firmware that is used in the
production of media content. For example, according to
at least one embodiment, one or more virtual production
control rooms (VPCRs) are instantiated to facilitate pro-
duction of different pieces (or the same piece) of media
content. The creation and configuration of the VPCR may

be based on specific needs that have been indicated,
and may be performed in an automated manner. Accord-
ingly, various embodiments are directed to providing us-
ers with an automated product delivery.
[0006] According to at least one aspect of the inven-
tion, a computer-implemented method for providing an
environment including a virtual production control room
(VPCR) for creating media content is disclosed. The
method includes: requesting, from a user, information
regarding the environment to be provided; receiving, from
the user, the information; and creating the environment
by provisioning a plurality of resources for the VPCR from
among a plurality of cloud computing resources based
on the received information.
[0007] In an embodiment of this aspect, the information
comprises size information corresponding to the VPCR,
the size information specifying a number of inputs and a
number of outputs for the VPCR, and provisioning the
plurality of resources for the VPCR comprises querying
a slot database regarding availability of virtual slot re-
sources for the VPCR based on the size information. Pro-
visioning the plurality of resources for the VPCR may
further comprise receiving, from the slot database, slot
information regarding available virtual slot resources for
the VPCR and assigning the available virtual slot resourc-
es to the VPCR. In these cases, the method may further
comprise configuring the plurality of resources for the
VPCR based on the information without further involve-
ment by any person including the user. Configuring the
plurality of resources for the VPCR may comprise que-
rying a router database regarding availability of a virtual
router resource for coupling an input of the VPCR to a
remote source stream or coupling an output of the VPCR
to a remote destination stream. Configuring the plurality
of resources for the VPCR may further comprise receiv-
ing, from the router database, router information regard-
ing an available virtual router resource, and assigning
the available virtual router resource to the VPCR. Con-
figuring the plurality of resources for the VPCR may yet
further comprise autonomously configuring a virtual rout-
er based on the available virtual router resource, to cou-
ple the input of the VPCR to the remote source stream,
or to couple the output of the VPCR to the remote desti-
nation stream. Autonomously configuring the virtual rout-
er may comprise subscribing the input of the VPCR to
the remote source stream, or subscribing the output of
the VPCR to the remote destination stream.
[0008] In cases where configuring the plurality of re-
sources for the VPCR further comprises autonomously
configuring a virtual router based on the available virtual
router resource, the virtual router may be autonomously
configured to couple the input of the VPCR to the remote
source stream and the method may further comprise re-
ceiving one or more data packets from the remote source
stream, the one or more data packets including contex-
tual information corresponding to the virtual resources
assigned to the VPCR, wherein the contextual informa-
tion includes at least a slot identifier or an alias corre-
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sponding to the VPCR. In such cases, the remote source
stream may be coupled to an output of a second VPCR.
[0009] In cases where configuring the plurality of re-
sources for the VPCR further comprises autonomously
configuring a virtual router based on the available virtual
router resource, the virtual router may be autonomously
configured to couple the output of the VPCR to the remote
destination stream, wherein the remote destination
stream is coupled to a broadcast network or to a second
VPCR, and the method may further comprise receiving
one or more data packets from the VPCR, the one or
more data packets including contextual information cor-
responding to the virtual resources assigned to the
VPCR, wherein the one or more data packets are routed
to the broadcast network or to the second VPCR in the
remote destination stream based on the contextual infor-
mation.
[0010] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, a system for providing an environment includ-
ing a VPCR for creating media content is disclosed. The
system includes one or more controllers configured to:
request, from a user, information regarding the environ-
ment to be provided; receive, from the user, the informa-
tion; and create the environment by provisioning a plu-
rality of resources for the VPCR from among a plurality
of cloud computing resources based on the received in-
formation. It is to be appreciated that where applicable,
this aspect of the invention may be combined with any
of the modifications described above with respect to the
first aspect of the invention.
[0011] In an embodiment of the second aspect of the
invention, the information comprises size information
corresponding to the VPCR, the size information speci-
fying a number of inputs and a number of outputs for the
VPCR, and the one or more controllers are further con-
figured to provision the plurality of resources for the
VPCR by querying a slot database regarding availability
of virtual slot resources for the VPCR based on the size
information. Optionally, the one or more controllers may
be further configured to provision the plurality of resourc-
es for the VPCR by receiving, from the slot database,
slot information regarding available virtual slot resources
for the VPCR, and assigning the available virtual slot re-
sources to the VPCR. Further, the one or more controllers
may be further configured to configure the plurality of
resources for the VPCR based on the information without
further involvement by any person including the user.
[0012] The one or more controllers may be further con-
figured to configure the plurality of resources for the
VPCR by querying a router database regarding availa-
bility of a virtual router resource for coupling an input of
the VPCR to a remote source stream or coupling an out-
put of the VPCR to a remote destination stream, receiv-
ing, from the router database, router information regard-
ing an available virtual router resource, assigning the
available virtual router resource to the VPCR, and auton-
omously configuring a virtual router based on the avail-
able virtual router resource, to couple the input of the

VPCR to the remote source stream, or to couple the out-
put of the VPCR to the remote destination stream.
[0013] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, a computer-implemented method for providing con-
tent at a virtual production control room (VPCR) provi-
sioned by a plurality of cloud computing resources is dis-
closed. The method includes: receiving, from a source,
input content data; processing the input content data to
produce output content data; and providing the output
content data for transmission to a destination. It is to be
appreciated that where applicable, this aspect of the in-
vention may be combined with any of the modifications
described above with respect to the first and second as-
pects of the invention.
[0014] In an embodiment of the third aspect of the in-
vention, the source comprises a second VPCR or a re-
mote live feed, and the destination comprises a broad-
cast network or a third VPCR.
[0015] In a further embodiment of the third aspect of
the invention, the output content data comprises a plu-
rality of data packets, wherein each of the plurality of data
packets includes contextual information, and wherein the
contextual information includes at least a slot identifier
or an alias corresponding to the destination.
[0016] In an embodiment of the third aspect of the in-
vention, processing the input content data comprises per-
forming at least video switching, audio mixing, or graph-
ics processing, or a combination thereof, using the input
content data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The above and other aspects and features of
the present disclosure will become more apparent upon
consideration of the following description of embodi-
ments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ing figures.

FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example environment for
operation of a virtual production control room
(VPCR) according to at least one embodiment.
FIG. 2 illustrates an overview of operations that may
be performed during a process of providing an au-
tomated instantiation of a VPCR according to at least
one embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a VPCR according to at
least one embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of pro-
viding an instantiation of a VPCR (e.g., including in-
frastructure thereof) according to at least one em-
bodiment.
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of con-
figuring a provisioned system (e.g., a newly provi-
sioned VPCR) according to at least one embodi-
ment.
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of creating a facility
infrastructure that resides in a core according to at
least one embodiment.
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FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of a method of providing
an environment including a VPCR for creating media
content according to at least one embodiment.
FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a method of providing
content at a VPCR provisioned by a plurality of cloud
computing resources according to at least one em-
bodiment.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating providing of a
production environment according to least one em-
bodiment.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating creating of a
production environment according to least one em-
bodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawing figures which form
a part hereof, and which show by way of illustration spe-
cific embodiments of the present invention. It is to be
understood by those of ordinary skill in this technological
field that other embodiments may be utilized, and that
structural, as well as procedural, changes may be made
without departing from the scope of the present invention.
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or
similar parts.
[0019] Features of various embodiments may be de-
scribed, for purposes of illustration, with reference to
cloud computing services such as Amazon Web Services
(AWS) or Microsoft Azure. However, it is understood that
such features may apply to cloud computing services of-
fered by other public cloud providers or private cloud so-
lutions or hosted internally. The use of such cloud com-
puting services reduces a reliance on physical hardware
and/or firmware that is typically employed in the produc-
tion of live media content such as film and television pro-
grams. Also, the use of cloud computing services im-
proves remote accessibility of production resources that
are implemented using the cloud computing services.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example environment
for operation of a virtual production control room (VPCR)
according to at least one embodiment. Aspects of this
disclosure are directed to instantiating such a virtual en-
tity. According to at least one embodiment, a VPCR is
capable of facilitating production of media content similar
to that facilitated by a conventional production control
room (PCR).
[0021] A PCR is a facility (e.g., room) in which individ-
uals are co-located together to produce media content.
For purposes of illustration, features of a PCR will be
described with reference to producing a live or recorded
television show. However, it is understood that the de-
scribed PCR may be used for producing other forms of
media content (e.g., video content, audio content, etc.)
[0022] Individuals located in the PCR include produc-
tion operators. Such production operators may include a
director (Dir), a technical director (TD), an audio director

(A1), a graphics (GFX) operator, one or more other pro-
ducers, and other personnel. The director may be a di-
rector of a live television show. Under the direction of the
director, the TD operates technological equipment that
is installed in the PCR. For example, the TD may man-
ually operate buttons and controls included in one or
more pieces of equipment, in order to control which
source of video appears live on-air at the direction of the
director. For example, the source of the video may be a
particular camera, a digital file containing prerecorded
video, or prepared graphics. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the
source of the video may be a remote video source (e.g.,
an Internet camera feed, a chat service and/or some oth-
er source of live video).
[0023] The GFX operator controls graphics that are to
be shown on-air and controls playback of such graphics.
The audio director operates an audio console. The one
or more other producers may have more editorial roles.
For example, such other individuals may include content
producers or writers.
[0024] The media content produced by the individuals
in the PCR may be output (or distributed) in one or more
ways. For example, the media may be distributed via
broadcast antennas for over-the-air (OTA) distribution.
As another example, the media may be distributed over
the Internet, e.g., via Internet stream or recording.
[0025] As noted earlier, a VPCR is capable of facilitat-
ing production of media content similar to that facilitated
by a conventional PCR. According to at least one em-
bodiment, a VPCR includes resources that are imple-
mented using cloud computing resources (i.e., resources
located in a cloud computing environment).
[0026] Referring to FIG. 1, the VPCR may be coupled
to a core entity, which may also be implemented using
cloud computing resources. The core serves as an inter-
face to the VPCR from remote video sources, a master
control, and other VPCRs. Unlike the VPCR, which may
be configured to be disassembled at a given time (e.g.,
per the lifespan of a particular television production), the
core serves as a more permanent entity that is capable
of receiving inputs such as remote input feeds even as
one or more VPCRs cease to exist. Further, the core is
capable of interfacing with new VPCRs as they come into
existence.
[0027] A single core may be coupled with one or more
VPCRs. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the core is
coupled with VPCR1 and other VPCRs (VPCR2, ...,
VPCRn). As such, in the environment illustrated in FIG.
1, multiple VPCRs may be coupled with a particular core
and multiple VPCRs may be configured to communicate
with each other via the core.
[0028] As will be described in more detail later, a VPCR
may be instantiated on demand (e.g., based on require-
ments specified by an end user). For example, the VPCR
may be instantiated in association with the production of
a new television show. Aspects of the disclosure will be
described with reference to an automated instantiation
of a VPCR. However, it is understood that one or more
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core environments may also be instantiated in a similar
fashion.
[0029] As will also be described in more detail later,
production operators may access resources of a VPCR
via remote access protocols. As such, production oper-
ators need not be present at a designated physical loca-
tion (e.g., a facility in which hardware and/or firmware
equipment is installed) in order to carry out their respec-
tive functions and responsibilities. As will also be de-
scribed in more detail later, resources of a VPCR may
be configured in an automated manner, such that the
resources that relate to the functions and responsibilities
of a particular production operator are accessible by that
production operator independent from the operator’s ge-
ographical location. Further, although FIG. 1 depicts a
core serving as an interface, in other embodiments, the
core may be absent, and users may directly communi-
cate with a VPCR (and VPCRs may directly communicate
with each other). This scenario is more likely when
VPCRs are more static and not dynamically created or
wound down as quickly and where there may only be a
limited number of VPCRs (e.g., a single VPCR) so coor-
dination is less complex. In another embodiment, a core
topology may be provided such that a first subset of
VPCRs may be associated with a first core, a second
subset of VPCRs may be associated with a second core,
where the first and second cores are located in different
geographical locations, and the first and second cores
are child nodes of and associated with a master core that
interfaces with users and facilitates communication be-
tween the cores and their respective VPCRs.
[0030] FIG. 2 illustrates an overview of operations that
may be performed during a process of providing an au-
tomated instantiation of a VPCR according to at least one
embodiment.
[0031] With reference to FIG. 2, operations may in-
clude receiving input(s) from one or more end users. The
received input supplies parameters and/or variables that
specify the desired end-state of the VPCR that is to be
instantiated. The operations may also include translation
of the received input into function triggers. The translation
may be performed by an application programming inter-
face (API). Further, the operations may include referenc-
ing databases and building information (e.g., metadata)
to provision the production room environment. The ref-
erencing of databases and building of metadata may be
performed by serverless code functions (e.g., software
code functions). In addition, the operations may also in-
clude provisioning (or assembling) the necessary sys-
tems, networking and storage to instantiate the environ-
ment. According to at least one embodiment, such re-
sources are provisioned from among (or using) cloud
computing resources using a configuration manager.
The configuration manager may be located in a cloud
computing environment and may be separate from (or
part of) the core.
[0032] Operations identified in the prior paragraph will
be described in more detail later with reference to the

flow diagram of FIG. 4.
[0033] With continued reference to FIG. 2, operations
are performed for configuring a provisioned environment.
Such operations may include performing orchestration
associated with joining a domain, installing software, and
configuring the provisioned system based on the inputs
provided by the end user. Such operations may also in-
clude providing information (e.g., metadata) about the
newly provisioned environment. Such information may
be provided, e.g., to databases, so that the information
can be requested by a front-end and other external en-
tities (e.g., external tools).
[0034] Operations identified in the prior paragraph will
be described in more detail later with reference to the
flow diagram of FIG. 5.
[0035] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a VPCR1 according
to at least one embodiment. As illustrated also in FIGs.
1 and 2, the VPCR1 is coupled via a core that includes
pre-defined video input and output points for the VPCR1
and for one or more other VPCRs. The core provides at
least one interface slot for each VPCR. For VPCR1, the
interface slot specifies the connectivity between the
VPCR1 and the core.
With reference to FIG. 3, the VPCR1 may include re-
sources such as a video switcher, an audio mixer, one
or more multiview displays, and one or more program
processing engines. In one aspect, arrows shown in FIG.
3 may be bidirectional. A multiview display facilitates
monitoring of multiple video sources on a single display
panel. For example, such a multiview display enables a
graphics operator to view not only graphics that he/she
is operating, but also outputs produced by other opera-
tors (e.g., audio outputs that are operated by an audio
director). The program processing engines may perform
functions such as retrieving particular audio and/or video
content, and performing processing of audio and/or vid-
eo. The VPCR may also include one or more GFX sys-
tems and one or more digital disk recorder (DDR) source
devices. The DDR devices perform video playback of
stored video. The DDR may be implemented using soft-
ware that is configured to perform playback of a digital
video file. The provisioning of resources included in the
VPCR will be described in more detail later with reference
to the flow diagram of FIG. 4, and the configuring of pro-
visioned resources will be described in more detail later
with reference to the flow diagram FIG. 5.
[0036] With continued reference to FIG. 3, the config-
uration management performs an automated "wiring" of
components both within the VPCR and to and from in-
terface connection points on the core. The "wiring" re-
places the physical wiring of hardware components,
where, for example in a PCR environment, a physical
cable is used to couple an input port of one hardware
device to an output port of another hardware device, and
instead replaces the physical connection with a digital or
electronic connection, similar to a pointer from a first lo-
cation to a second location.
[0037] In a cloud computing environment, such phys-
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ical cabling may be effectively replaced by configuring
components implemented by software. For example, the
automated routing may be performed, such that core in-
terface output streams are connected to corresponding
pre-specified inputs of the video switcher, the audio mix-
er, and multiview display systems. In a similar manner,
automated routing may be performed internally within a
VPCR, such that resources such as GFX, DDR and
downstream program processing, are similarly connect-
ed to resources such as the video switcher, the audio
mixer and multiview display systems.
[0038] According to aspects of the present disclosure,
the noted routing is performed in an automated manner.
For example, resources of a VPCR are provisioned in an
automated manner without requiring manual (human)
operation or intervention beyond the providing of certain
input information, as described earlier with reference to
FIG. 2. Such VPCR resources are also configured to be
coupled to one another, without requiring manual oper-
ation or intervention. The automated configuration of
such resources may be performed via bulk configuration
tasks. In an aspect, the configuration manager may have
a list of potential resources, such as the video switcher,
audio mixer, GFX, DDR, etc., that may be dynamically
provisioned for a VPCR. For each resource, the config-
uration manager may have a configuration file listing in-
puts and outputs associated with the resource. To auto-
matically configure the digital wiring or the digital con-
nections, the configuration manager may determine the
number and types of resources required as determined
by the user input, and based on the configuration file
determine how to wire resources within the VPCR and
between the VPCR and the core. For example, if one
GFX and one DDR is required, where the GFX and DDR
each have 8 bit outputs (or outputs of another bit length)
according to the configuration file, then the configuration
manager may determine that a video switcher is needed
and the first 16 bits of input for the video switcher are
mapped for communication with the core, the next 8 bits
of input are mapped to the output from the GDX, and the
next 8 bits of input are mapped to the output from the
DDR. The video switcher inputs may be modified as a
multiple of the number of GFX, DDR, and other resources
required.
[0039] As also illustrated in FIG. 3, outputs produced
by the VPCR (e.g., downstream program outputs and
return feeds) are connected to inputs of the correspond-
ing core VPCR interface. Although the VPCR1 in FIG. 3
lists specific resources most likely to be used in a VPCR
environment, other resources or combination of resourc-
es may also be deployed.
[0040] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process
of providing an instantiation of a VPCR (e.g., including
infrastructure thereof) according to at least one embod-
iment.
[0041] At a front-end point, a request for information is
presented via a graphical user interface. The front-end
endpoint may be a desktop, mobile computing device, or

any suitable computing device connected to the Internet.
Requesting information may include requesting a new
set of information (e.g., for a new television program).
Alternatively (or in addition), requesting information may
involve requesting an editing of information that was pre-
viously submitted (e.g., with respect to a television pro-
gram for which a VPCR was previously created). For ex-
ample, for a previously created show, a user may edit
information that had been previously submitted for VPCR
instantiation.
[0042] Information submitted in response to the infor-
mation request provided via the GUI may include infor-
mation pertaining to user requirements regarding a
VPCR environment that is to be instantiated. Such re-
quirements may include a VPCR slot size, a production
name, a number of GFX systems requested, a number
of audio systems requested, etc. The VPCR slot size may
correspond to a size of the VPCR to be instantiated. The
production name may correspond to a title of media con-
tent (e.g., title of a live television program) that is to be
produced using the VPCR.
[0043] Other information may also be requested and
provided, such as a quantity and type of systems that
need to be provisioned. For example, such information
may include a number of graphics operators or analysts
that will be participating in the production, a number of
graphics channels that will be required or produced.
Based on such information, a number of graphics play-
back devices that is required may be deduced.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 4, at arrow 402, information
received at the front-end endpoint is provided to an API
(e.g., a Cloud Platform API). The API may translate the
user requirements into parameters and function com-
mands such as system type, system quantity, network
requirements, etc. After determining the technical re-
sources and environment needed to satisfy the user re-
quirements, the API may proceed to arrow 408.
[0045] With reference to arrow 408, the API translates
user requirements (e.g., the user requirements received
at arrow 402) to parameters and/or function commands
that a Cloud Provider API is capable of deciphering. Ex-
amples of such parameters may include system type,
system quantity, network requirements as requested by
the user, etc.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the API translation is
provided to Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC). IaC may refer
to a process in which data centers are provisioned and
managed via scripts and/or declarative definitions, rather
than manual processes or tools. IaC prioritizes factors
including automation, efficiency, versioning and reusa-
bility.
[0047] At arrow 404, the API sends one more queries
to a database. Alternatively, the one or more queries may
be sent by the IaC. Here, the database may be queried
for information pertaining to the environment that is to be
instantiated: e.g., resource/slot availability, network sub-
net information, available video router sources, available
destinations, etc. The database may be a Slot Database
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that is capable of communicating with a database (e.g.,
Router Database) that will be described later with refer-
ence to FIG. 5. Alternatively, the database illustrated in
FIG. 4 and the database illustrated in FIG. 5 may be a
single entity (e.g., Slot/Router Database).
[0048] At arrow 406, responses to the queries are sent
to the API.
[0049] It is understood that the queries of arrow 404
and/or the responses of arrow 406 may be sent in series
(e.g., over a series of individual transmissions). Alterna-
tively, the queries of arrow 404 and/or the responses of
arrow 406 may be sent in parallel. With reference to arrow
410, the IaC triggers a Cloud Provider API to provision
necessary infrastructure. For example, if the information
received at arrow 402 indicated a request for two Vizrt
graphics systems, the IaC triggers the Cloud Provider
API to request, in AWS nomenclature, two g4dn.xlarge
systems running on a particular operating system (e.g.,
Windows) with the specifications requested by the user.
Other nomenclatures may also be used.
[0050] Accordingly, the Cloud Provider API assembles
the requested systems. For example, with reference to
arrow 412, the Cloud provider API initiates a bootstrap
process and/or a service discovery process.
[0051] With reference to arrow 414, the bootstrap proc-
ess assigns certain parameters (e.g., region, hostname
and IP address), enrolls in secrets management, and re-
trieves certificates (e.g., certificates relating to security
and/or authentication).
[0052] With reference to arrow 416, the bootstrap proc-
ess installs a configuration management tool. Operations
performed by the configuration management tool will be
described in more detail later with reference to the flow-
chart of FIG. 5.
[0053] With reference to arrow 418, one or more newly
provisioned systems provide the database (e.g., the slot
database or the slot/router database) with attributes per-
taining to themselves (e.g., hostname, IP addresses, vid-
eo router naming). The database may store such infor-
mation for later retrieval and/or use.
[0054] With reference to arrow 420, the IaC creates
accounts for users or groups based on the environment
(e.g., a user identifier (ID) of GFX-VPCR1 for a graphics
operator, a user ID of TD-VPCR1 for a technical director,
etc.)
[0055] With reference to arrow 422, information re-
garding the user/group accounts (e.g., that were newly
created at arrow 420) is provided to the database (e.g.,
the slot database or the slot/router database).
[0056] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a process
of configuring a provisioned system (e.g., a newly provi-
sioned VPCR) according to at least one embodiment.
[0057] At arrow 502, the configuration management (or
configuration management tool) installs and configures
necessary software based on system type. By way of
example, a graphics system would receive graphics soft-
ware (e.g., Vizrt software or Ross video software). As
another example, an audio system would receive the ap-

propriate audio applications. As another example, a vid-
eo switcher would receive operating system software
(e.g., Windows) and the appropriate video switcher soft-
ware. A system may have multiple types of software as
described.
[0058] At arrow 504, the configuration management
enrolls systems in virtual desktop connection manager
for purposes of facilitating remote access. As an exam-
ple, the cloud-based infrastructure of a VPCR may use
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) technology but other
virtual desktop technologies may also be implemented.
Using VDI technology, workstation simulators may be
provided to users such as artists and editors. The work-
station simulators are configured to connect to cloud-
based virtual desktops. Accordingly, a user may use the
virtual desktop via the workstation simulator to perform
tasks associated with media creation.
[0059] Regarding the arrow 504, the configuration
management assigns newly created users to the newly
created systems, as appropriate, in a VDI connection bro-
ker. Such a brokering system allows users to interact with
virtual machines. The configuration management may
assign a particular user to one or more systems based
on a role of that user. For example, in the area of graphics,
multiple graphics systems may be required. By way of
example, a first graphics system may control an entire
window that is to be displayed (e.g., on a television), while
a second graphics system may control graphics that are
to be displayed on only a bottom portion of the window
(e.g., a lower one-third portion of the entire window).
Here, it is possible that the first graphics system is created
for operation by a first graphics operator and the second
graphics system is created for operation by a second
graphics operator. In other words, the two graphics sys-
tems are to be operated by different individuals.
[0060] In this regard, the configuration management
may assign the second graphics operator to one or more
systems based on the role of that individual (e.g., con-
trolling graphics that are to be displayed on only a bottom
portion of the window). For example, the configuration
management may assign, to a user account of the second
graphics operator, specific credentials for accessing the
second graphics system. However, the configuration
management may not necessarily assign, to the second
graphics operator, specific credentials for accessing the
first graphics system. This is because the role of the sec-
ond graphics operator involves controlling graphics that
are to be displayed on only a bottom portion of the win-
dow). Instead, specific credentials for accessing the first
graphics systems may be assigned to a user account of
the first graphics operator. As such, specific permissions
governing access to particular VPCR resources may be
granted based on roles of particular operators. That said,
an operator may have credentials associated with the
first graphics operator and the second graphics operator
to achieve a higher level of access.
[0061] At arrow 506, the configuration management
queries the database for video router I/O information, and
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receives corresponding responses from the database. In
one aspect, the database may be a Router Database that
is capable of communicating with another database (e.g.,
Slot Database) described earlier with reference to FIG.
4. Alternatively, the database illustrated in FIG. 5 and the
database illustrated in FIG. 4 may be a single entity (e.g.,
Slot/Router Database). With reference to FIG. 5, the da-
tabase responses are received by the configuration man-
agement. Alternatively, the database responses are re-
ceived by a router check-in application that is capable of
communicating with the configuration management.
[0062] With reference to arrow 508, the configuration
management creates (e.g., via a script), user-friendly
names for ease of reference with respect to the video
router I/O. In addition, the configuration management vir-
tually connects video I/O from the VPCR to the corre-
sponding assigned Core Transmission slot (e.g., the
VPCR 1 Interface, the VPCR 2 Interface of the Core in
FIG. 3). By way of example, a video switcher configura-
tion file may be edited such that a particular input (e.g.,
"input #1) of a video switcher (see FIG. 3) is subscribed
to a particular remote video stream of the Core.
[0063] With reference to arrow 510, the video I/O within
VPCR is virtually wired. For example, particular GFX out-
puts may be connected to particular inputs of video/audio
mixers. In this regard, video "wiring" may be accom-
plished via automated configuration of software compo-
nents. For example, the video switcher configuration file
may be edited such that a particular input (e.g., "input
#9") of the video switcher is subscribed to a particular
output ("output video stream #1") of the provisioned GFX
system. In this regard, it is understood that the wiring
information may be provided to the database (e.g., Rout-
er Database or Slot/Router Database).
[0064] With reference to arrow 512, the front end is
refreshed with updated information from the database.
[0065] With reference to arrow 514, the front end in-
forms users that the provisioned systems are ready for
test. For example, the front end may inform users of the
host name of the systems that were provisioned, the cor-
responding IP addresses, and the graphics system(s)
and associated wiring/connections. Also, the front end
may inform the users of user/group accounts that were
created for purposes of logging in to the systems.
[0066] With reference to arrow 516, once the configu-
ration management has completed configuration, then
one or more users may connect to and test the newly
configured system (e.g., using VDI technology).
[0067] Referring to FIG. 1, once VPCRs have been
spun up, resources have been allocated and configured
within one or more VPCRs, and user accounts for ac-
cessing the VPCRs have been configured, the VPCR
may be used for content production. For example, pro-
duction operators may access the VPCR via the core via
a portal by submitting login credentials. A user’s login
credentials may be associated with one or more VPCR
identifiers, giving the user access to a specific VPCR and
its resources based on the user’s role. As previously dis-

cussed, depending on the role of the production operator,
access to different resources within or to data associated
with the VPCR may be restricted.
[0068] Users acting as a remote video source may also
login to the core, where the login credentials are similarly
associated with one more VPCR identifiers. Data trans-
missions between users and the core, between the core
and the VPCR, and between the core and master control
for sending data to an internet stream or traditional broad-
cast distribution station may include VPCR identifiers so
that the videos uploaded by a user can be routed to the
correct VPCR, and so that video downloaded, accessed,
or controlled by the production operators for eventual pro-
gram video output to the master control for internet
streaming or traditional broadcast distribution can be
identified and routed correctly.
[0069] In an aspect, a user may simultaneously access
multiple VPCRs. In this aspect, the user interface on the
core may allow the user to specify which VPCR to access,
based on the user’s profile, for purposes of transmitting
video to the VPCR or editing or controlling video associ-
ated with the VPCR. In another aspect, multiple VPCRs
may be leveraged to produce content, and the core may
act as an intermediary interface between VPCRs for pur-
poses of controlling access to and exchanging content.
In another aspect, the core may store user-specific pref-
erences, including preferred graphical user interface lay-
outs, color schemes, and information configured or se-
lected by the user.
[0070] The steps as described above in FIG. 4 and
FIG. 5 for providing an instantiation of a VPCR and con-
figuring a newly instantiated VPCR may enable the setup
and configuration to be performed more quickly than is
possible in previously provided systems where any
VPCRs would need to be created and configured indi-
vidually.
[0071] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of creating a facil-
ity infrastructure that resides in a core according to at
least one embodiment. The facility may be a broadcast
facility. The infrastructure is created to facilitate creation
of one or more VPCRs.
[0072] The creation of the infrastructure may be based
on one or more inputs 602. The inputs 602 may include
or may be similar to the information described earlier with
reference to arrow 402 of FIG. 4. For example, the inputs
602 may include a backend_matrix_size (e.g., 128x128)
and a vr_matrix_size (e.g., 64x64). The
backend_matrix_size corresponds to a number of sourc-
es (e.g., 128) and destinations (e.g., 128) that are allo-
cated to the back end of a core (or a video router). The
vr_matrix_size corresponds to a number of sources (e.g.,
64) and a number of destinations (e.g., 64) that are allo-
cated to each room (or slot) within a video router. The
infrastructure may be created to have a transmis-
sion/core of 128x128 for systems that reside in the core
(other sizes such as 64x64 or 256x256 may also be pos-
sible). In one example, each slot is configured to accom-
modate 64 inputs and at most 64 outputs. In the example
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illustrated in FIG. 6, the facility is created to accommodate
10 slots (e.g., 10 VPCRs).
[0073] Infrastructure creation for two slots will be de-
scribed in more detail below. As will be described, the
creation occurs in an automated (or autonomous) man-
ner based on operation of one or more APIs. In this man-
ner, a system may be checked in and assigned to an
input/output of a control room.
[0074] Information regarding one of the slots will be
described with reference to entries 606-1, 606-2 of a slot
database 604. The entries 606-1, 606-2 may have a form
similar to entries of a spreadsheet. Each entry 606-1,
606-2 include information populated when a respective
slot is created within a transmission/core or video router.
According to entry 606-1, a first slot having a slot identifier
of "SLOT00" has an alias of "apca." This first slot is con-
figured to accommodate a total of 44 inputs (ranging from
input #1 to #44) out of a possible number of 64 inputs,
and a total of 44 outputs or destinations (ranging from
destination #1 to #44) out of a possible number of 64
outputs. According to entry 606-2, a second slot having
a slot identifier of "SLOT01" has an alias of "vrla." This
second slot is configured to accommodate a total of 20
inputs (ranging from input #45 to #64) out of possible
number of 64 inputs, and a total of 20 outputs or desti-
nations (ranging from destination #45 to #64) out of a
possible number of 64 outputs. The creation of the entries
606-1, 606-2 in the slot database 604 may be created
using processes described earlier with reference to ar-
rows 404, 406, 408, 410, 412, 418, 424 of FIG. 4.
[0075] Based on the information in the entry 606-2, a
source (e.g., video output of a particular camera or re-
cording device) may be checked into the second slot ("vr-
la") and assigned an input (ranging from input #45 to #64)
and optionally an output (ranging from input #45 to #64).
[0076] One or more embodiments utilize a router (e.g.,
the video router of FIG. 5 to which arrows 508 and 510
lead). Such a router effectively couples inputs or outputs
and will now be described in more detail with reference
to a traditional router.
[0077] A traditional router routes video signals from
multiple input sources such as cameras, computers, etc.,
to one or more outputs such as display devices (e.g.,
monitors, projectors, televisions, etc.). Connections to
such a traditional router may be made using BNC (Bay-
onet Neill-Concelman) connectors of coaxial cables. Us-
ing a traditional router, MDI (medium dependent inter-
face) sources and MDI destinations may be coupled to
each other.
[0078] Embodiments of this disclosure control a router
that, unlike a traditional router, does not necessarily per-
form cross points switching similar to that performed by
the traditional router. Rather, the router effectively issues
a pointer (or pointer information), e.g., to a destination
seeking to subscribe to a source, or vice versa. In em-
bodiments of this disclosure, the setup of the present
router, as a dynamic communication hub, is different from
the setup of a traditional router. A traditional router may

utilise a lookup table containing IP addresses and routes
communications based on these IP addresses. Through
use of the slot database 604 and router database 620
shown in FIG. 6, additional data fields may be provided
to keep a record of resource allocation and to facilitate
routing. As one non-limiting example, messaging which
occurs between the present router and an instantiated
VPCR may contain additional metadata which includes
one or more fields of the slot database or router database
to facilitate routing.
[0079] In FIG. 6, the control of the router is illustrated
is achieved using automated processes (e.g., automated
processes 612, 614, 616) that are performed by a router
API 610. As will be explained in more detail below, the
processes 614 and 616 create entries in a router data-
base 620. The router database 620 stores individual en-
tries corresponding to individual inputs or outputs that
are effectively coupled by the router. As such, the router
is controllable (or programmable) by the router API 610
via processes such as processes 614 and 616. In such
a manner, the router API 610 can control the router to
couple sources into or destinations out of a VPCR, as
described in this disclosure.
[0080] As will be described with reference to an exam-
ple entry, the router database 620 includes not only point-
er (e.g., switching) information for a given source or des-
tination, but also contextual information. Such contextual
information may include, e.g., a user-friendly name of the
source or destination, a name of the room (e.g., VPCR)
to which the source or destination is associated, a name
of the slot and/or facility to which the source or destination
is effectively coupled, or any of the fields stored within a
slot database and/or router database. The contextual in-
formation may include any combination of such pieces
of information. Accordingly, the contextual information
may indicate where a particular source is to be directed
and/or to be used.
[0081] Information regarding an example routing entry
will be described with reference to entry 622 of the router
database 620. The entry 622 may have a form similar to
an entry of a spreadsheet. The creation of the entry 622
in the router database 620 may be created using proc-
esses described earlier with reference to arrows 506,
508, 510 of FIG. 5.
[0082] Similar to other entries of the router database
620, the entry 622 is to be associated with a particular
source (e.g., source index) and a particular destination
(e.g., destination index). In the example illustrated in FIG.
6, the router has a matrix of 768x768. As such, the router
is capable of configuring up to 768 different sources and
up to 768 different destinations. Other matrix sizes are
also possible.
[0083] For example, for a particular source (e.g., the
output of a particular camera or recording device), the
processes 614, 616 create entry 622. This particular
source is to be associated with the system "apca" de-
scribed earlier with reference to entry 606-1 of the slot
database 604.
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[0084] The process 614 retrieves a source index for
the source. For example, the process 614 queries the
router database 620 for an available index. The query
may include one or more environmental variables, such
as inputs 602. Based on results of the query, the process
614 determines that a particular source index (e.g.,
source index #10 or "rtrIndex 10") is available. As such,
the entry 622 is created to indicate that this source index
is assigned to the particular source.
[0085] Similarly, the process 616 retrieves a destina-
tion index for the source. For example, the process 616
queries the router database 620. The query may include
one or more environmental variables, such as inputs 602.
Based on results of the query, the process 616 deter-
mines that a particular destination index (e.g., an index
corresponding to the name "Destination I") is available.
As such, the entry 622 is created to additionally indicate
that this destination index is assigned to the particular
source.
[0086] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the entry 622 includes
not only information regarding a particular source index
(e.g., rtrIndex 10) and a particular destination index (e.g.,
"Destination1"), but also contextual information such as
the associated system ("apca") and the associated slot
ID ("SLOT00") corresponding to the entry 606-1 of the
slot database 604. Processes such as processes 612,
614 and 616 can obtain such information by querying the
router database 620.
[0087] Because the infrastructure illustrated in FIG. 6
is created in a virtual manner, system parameters may
be readily changed or reconfigured. For example, in the
example illustrated in FIG. 6, each slot is configured to
accommodate at most 64 inputs and at most 64 outputs.
If, for example, it is determined that these numbers are
not sufficiently large, then the inputs 602 may be adjusted
to request larger numbers of inputs and outputs. For ex-
ample, the inputs 602 may be adjusted so as to request
that each slot be configured to accommodate at most
128 inputs and at most 128 outputs. Accordingly, a ca-
pacity of each slot is effectively doubled.
[0088] As shown in FIG. 6, the slot database 604 and
the router database 620 may store information of differing
granularity. The slot database 604 maintains a list of
available and occupied slots within a video router, and
for each occupied slot, indicates the slot ID, an alias, a
range of inputs, a number of inputs, a range of outputs,
and a number of outputs. By contrast, the router database
620 may contain more granular or specific information
related to each individual VPCR associated with a par-
ticular slot. For example, the router database 620 may
indicate for a particular VPCR or slot, which sources are
associated with (or connected to which inputs of the
VPCR, and which VPCR outputs are associated with
which destinations of the VPCR. Each VPCR may have
multiple sources and multiple destinations, each associ-
ated with 1 or more corresponding inputs and outputs of
the slot. And as shown in FIG. 6, the entry 622 for a
particular destination may also list the VPCR alias, the

slot ID, and the index of the particular output from the
VPCR that to point to the destination. Similar entries can
be made for sources.
[0089] As illustrated in FIG. 6, multiple VPCRs (e.g.,
VPCR 1, VPCR 2, VPCR 3) may receive data from and
provide data (e.g., data packets) to the core. For exam-
ple, the core may receive data from VPCR1. The data
may include, e.g., media content for which VPCR 1 has
performed one or more types of processing, e.g., video
switching, audio mixing and/or graphics processing. The
data may also include contextual information (e.g., a con-
trol room ID, a slot ID, an alias, etc.) that serves to identify
an intended recipient of the data. For example, the in-
tended recipient may be a broadcast stream, an Internet
stream, or a VPCR (see FIG. 6). The core may use the
contextual information to route the data to the intended
recipient. In one example, when data is being sent from
a source to VPCR1 via the core, the data may include
content (e.g., video and/or audio) and contextual infor-
mation (e.g., slot ID or alias) the explicitly identifies
VPCR1 or the contextual information may be associated
with a user ID registered with VPCR1 such that when
data comes from the user ID, the core knows to route the
user ID to VPCR1 (based on information in the slot da-
tabase, for example) and to route the data to the video
switcher or audio mixer based on either a data type as-
sociated with the data or based on matching information
in the router database (e.g., an input range for the router
database, a source alias that is associated with particular
input ranges, etc.). In another example, when data is be-
ing sent from VPCR1 to a traditional broadcast distribu-
tion center or to an Internet content distribution network
via the core, the data from VPCR1 may include content
and also contextual information that identifies VPCR1
and a destination associated with VPCR1. Upon receiv-
ing the data, the core may match the destination and the
VPCR1 identifier (e.g., alias name or slot identifier) using
the router database with the destination (e.g., a destina-
tion alias or an output range) in order to provide the con-
tent to the destination. In yet another example, when data
containing context and contextual information is being
sent from one VPCR to another VPCR, based on infor-
mation in the slot database 604 and the router database
620, the core may use the contextual information (e.g.,
control room ID, slot ID, alias, etc.) to determine that the
intended recipient is another VPCR (e.g., VPCR2). Ac-
cordingly, the core may configure a virtual router to ef-
fectively route the data to VPCR2. The data (e.g., data
packets) that is routed by the core to VPCR2 may include
all (or a subset) of the contextual information that was
received by the core. Accordingly, a first VPCR (e.g.,
VPCR1) may provide data to a second VPCR (e.g.,
VPCR 2) via the core. Upon receiving the data, the sec-
ond VPCR may perform one or more types of processing,
e.g., video switching, audio mixing and/or graphics
processing, on the data.
[0090] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of a method 700
of providing an environment including a VPCR (e.g.,
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VPCR 1 of FIG. 6) for creating media content according
to at least one embodiment.
[0091] At block 702, information regarding the environ-
ment to be provided is requested of a user. For example,
information such as the information described with re-
spect to arrow 402 (see FIG. 4) and/or the one or more
inputs 602 (see FIG. 6) is requested.
[0092] At block 704, the information is received from
the user (see, e.g., arrow 402 of FIG. 4). For example,
the information may include size information correspond-
ing to the VPCR, the size information specifying a number
of inputs and a number of outputs for the VPCR.
[0093] At block 706, the environment is created by pro-
visioning a plurality of resources for the VPCR from
among a plurality of cloud computing resources based
on the information. For example, the resources may in-
clude resources such as those described earlier with ref-
erence to arrows 410, 412, 414, 416 and/or 418 of FIG. 4.
[0094] Provisioning the plurality of resources for the
VPCR may include querying a slot database (e.g., slot
database 604 of FIG. 6) regarding availability of virtual
slot resources for the VPCR based on the size informa-
tion. In this regard, provisioning the plurality of resources
for the VPCR may further include receiving, from the slot
database (e.g., slot database 604), slot information re-
garding available virtual slot resources for the VPCR, and
assigning the available virtual slot resources to the
VPCR. The information may include information such as
that described earlier with reference to entry 606-1 or
606-2.
[0095] At block 708, the plurality of resources for the
VPCR may be configured based on the information with-
out further involvement by any person including the user.
For example, the plurality of resources may be configured
by querying a router database (e.g., router database 620)
regarding availability of a virtual router resource for cou-
pling an input of the VPCR to a remote source stream or
coupling an output of the VPCR to a remote destination
stream.
[0096] The plurality of resources for the VPCR may be
configured by receiving, from the router database (e.g.,
router database 620), router information regarding an
available virtual router resource, and assigning the avail-
able virtual router resource to the VPCR. The information
may include information such as that described earlier
with reference to entry 622.
[0097] A virtual router may be autonomously config-
ured based on the available virtual router resource, to
couple the input of the VPCR to the remote source
stream, and/or to couple the output of the VPCR to the
remote destination stream. Autonomously configuring
the virtual router may include subscribing the input of the
VPCR to the remote source stream, and/or subscribing
the output of the VPCR to the remote destination stream.
[0098] The virtual router may be autonomously config-
ured to couple the input of the VPCR to the remote source
stream. For example, the input of the VPCR may be cou-
pled to another VPCR. In this regard, the remote source

stream may be coupled to an output of a second VPCR
(e.g., VPCR 2 of FIG. 6). Alternatively, the input of the
VPCR may be coupled to one or more remote sources.
[0099] At block 710, one or more data packets may be
received from the remote source stream. The one or more
data packets may include contextual information corre-
sponding to the virtual resources assigned to the VPCR,
the contextual information including at least a slot iden-
tifier or an alias corresponding to the VPCR. The contex-
tual information may include information that corre-
sponds to information stored by the slot database 604
and/or the router database 620.
[0100] The virtual router may be autonomously config-
ured to couple the output of the VPCR to the remote
destination stream, and the remote destination stream
may be coupled to a broadcast network or to a second
VPCR (e.g., VPCR 3 of FIG. 6). At block 712, one or
more data packets may be received from the VPCR. The
one or more data packets may include contextual infor-
mation corresponding to the virtual resources assigned
to the VPCR, and the one or more data packets may be
routed to the broadcast network or to the second VPCR
in the remote destination stream based on the contextual
information.
[0101] FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a method 800
of providing content at a VPCR (e.g., VPCR 1 of FIG. 6)
provisioned by a plurality of cloud computing resources
according to at least one embodiment.
[0102] At block 802, input content is received from a
source. In one example, referring to FIG. 1, the source
may be an Internet camera feed, a chat service, a live
video source, a remote file source, etc. In another exam-
ple, the source may include a second VPCR. In this ex-
ample, with reference back to FIG. 6, media content is
received at VPCR 1 from VPCR 2, via the core.
[0103] At block 804, the content data is processed to
produce output content data. The processing may in-
clude processing described herein with reference to that
performed at production control rooms. For example,
processing the content data may include performing one
or more of video switching, audio mixing, and/or graphics
processing using the content data.
[0104] The output content data may include a plurality
of data packets, each of the plurality of data packets in-
cluding contextual information, and the contextual infor-
mation including at least a slot identifier or an alias cor-
responding to a destination.
[0105] At block 806, the output content data is provided
for transmission to the destination.
[0106] The destination may include a broadcast net-
work, an Internet streaming entity, or a third VPCR. For
example, with reference back to FIG. 6, the output con-
tent data is provided to the core for transmission to
VPCR3, a traditional broadcast distribution facility, or a
server associated with a content distribution network.
[0107] According to aspects of the present disclosure,
various cloud-based technologies and/or methodologies
may be employed. With reference to FIG. 9, these tech-
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nologies/methodologies may include: infrastructure-as-
code 110; configuration management 120; serverless
functions 130; and database(s) 140.
[0108] Infrastructure-as-code (IaC) 110 refers to a
process in which data centers are provisioned and man-
aged via scripts and/or declarative definitions, rather than
manual processes or tools. Infrastructure-as-code 110
prioritizes factors including automation, efficiency, ver-
sioning and reusability. According to various embodi-
ments, infrastructure-as-code 110 is utilized to automate
and/or orchestrate a providing of a production environ-
ment, as will be described in more detail later with further
reference to FIG. 10.
[0109] Configuration management 120 refers to a
process of automating deployment and configuration of
settings and software for both physical machines and
virtual machines (e.g., virtual desktops). Configuration
management 120 may be used to concurrently deploy
software or configurations to multiple systems. Configu-
ration management 120 may be aligned and/or used in
conjunction with infrastructure-as-code 110.
[0110] Before FIG. 10 is described in more detail, it is
noted that high-performance computing workstations
may be used in the production of media content (e.g.,
graphic art, editorial content, television programs for ei-
ther broadcast or other forms of distribution, etc.). Com-
puting infrastructure (e.g., workstations) that is typically
used to facilitate production of media content may be
associated with various disadvantages and/or draw-
backs. For example, acquiring such infrastructure may
require relatively high capital costs. By way of example,
a single workstation (e.g., a single high-performance
workstation) may cost approximately $10,000 in hard-
ware costs alone. Further, the workstation may need to
be replaced based on a particular refresh cycle (e.g., a
three-year refresh cycle). The ordering, wiring, installa-
tion and configuration of such hardware consumes time,
which may be considered as a cost of an additional type.
[0111] With continued use, the workstation may also
require significant resources relating to maintenance. For
example, hardware failures require a certain amount of
down time to diagnose issues and perform repairs, which
involve tasks such as troubleshooting of software, re-
placement of hardware, etc. Such tasks are typically per-
formed by technical professionals having specialized
training.
[0112] Over time, the hardware that is implemented in
the workstation may eventually limit the software that can
be run or executed using the hardware. For example,
over the course of a particular refresh cycle, it is possible
that the hardware that is in use becomes incapable of
efficiently running newer software or newer software ver-
sions (e.g., the most recent Adobe Creative Cloud soft-
ware/features).
[0113] As another example, memory storage costs
may be quite high. Media creation typically requires (or
at least benefits from) interfacing with high-performance
storage media (e.g., servers, etc.). Such storage devices

are typically quite expensive and may require frequent
upgrades to keep up with storage demands. Also, such
storage devices may also need to be replaced based on
a particular refresh cycle (e.g., a three-to-five-year re-
fresh cycle).
[0114] In addition to the costs that have been de-
scribed, portability may present additional disadvantages
and/or drawbacks. For example, a location at which a
particular workstation is installed, may need to be pre-
wired with fiber cabling. As another example, to use the
workstation, a user (e.g., an artist, an editor) is generally
required to be physically present at the installation loca-
tion. In many situations, the user is unable to use the
workstation while physically located at some other loca-
tion (e.g., a home office, a different office location, etc.).
[0115] Aspects of the present disclosure are directed
to addressing one or more of the noted disadvantages
and/or drawbacks. According to one or more aspects, a
cloud-based infrastructure model is used. By way of ex-
ample, the cloud-based infrastructure model may use Vir-
tual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) technology. For exam-
ple, workstation simulators may be provided to users
such as artists and editors. The workstation simulators
are configured to connect to cloud-based virtual desk-
tops. Accordingly, a user may use the virtual desktop via
the workstation simulator, to perform tasks associated
with media creation.
[0116] In at least some embodiments, the VDI technol-
ogy handle technical/processing specification require-
ments for handling media production workflows. Such
specification requirements may relate to GPU (graphics
processing unit) utilization, frame rate, color representa-
tion, etc. According to one or more aspects, GPU-ena-
bled cloud-based virtual machines, dynamically scalable
high-performance cloud-native storage and/or infrastruc-
ture-as-code methodologies are utilized to facilitate full
end-to-end media production workflows.
[0117] According to aspects of the present disclosure,
backend systems (including directory service (e.g., Ac-
tive Directory), connection broker, shared user storage,
etc.) and/or artist/editor desktops are hosted in the cloud.
Artist/editor desktops may be created on demand with a
particular systems image (e.g., a latest Windows image).
Additionally, the created desktops may be non-persist-
ent. In this regard, the desktops may be readily "de-
stroyed" when not in use. The "destroyed" desktops may
be recreated at a later time when needed again.
[0118] User data (desktop, documents, etc.) may re-
side on shared user storage. Folder redirection allows
an artist or editor to access his/her personal data from
any of various machines (e.g., workstation simulators).
As such, an artist or editor who works remotely may utilize
a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to access his/her work-
station(s) in a secure manner. For example, a remote
artist working from a home office can connect to his/her
workstation(s) via the Internet.
[0119] A process for providing a production environ-
ment according to at least one embodiment will now be
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described with reference to FIG. 10.
[0120] A request for information is presented via a GUI
at a front-end endpoint 202. The front-end endpoint may
be a desktop or mobile computing device connected to
the Internet. Information that is requested via the GUI
may include a name of a show or program (to be created
using the production environment that is to be provided),
a type of compute instances (e.g., artist workstation, ed-
itor workstation) that is to be created, a corresponding
number of compute instances, required storage size,
and/or whether a VPN is needed.
[0121] Information provided in response to the request
is received. For example, the information is received from
the front-end endpoint 202. It is understood that the re-
sponse may specify multiple types of compute instances
(e.g., both artist workstations and editor workstation) and,
correspondingly, the number of compute instances for
each type.
[0122] The information that is provided is input to one
or more serverless functions (e.g., serverless functions
130 of FIG. 9). With reference to FIG. 10, the serverless
functions may include varBuilder 204, findCidr 206, stor-
ageBuilder 208, IaC-based provisioning tools 210, con-
figManagement 212 and/or provisionStorage 214. The
one or more serverless functions may output information
to a database (e.g., database 140 of FIG. 9). With refer-
ence to FIG. 10, the serverless functions may output in-
formation to a centralized cloud database 216.
[0123] The function varBuilder 204 uses the provided
information to configure downstream processes. The
function findCidr 206 discovers available network ranges
and allocates the discovered network ranges for the new
production environment. The function storageBuilder
208 uses cloud provisioner templates to build high-avail-
ability storage clusters. The IaC-based provisioning tools
210 provision cloud-based computing resources by uti-
lizing a particular systems image (e.g., a latest Windows
image) and triggering a Cloud Platform API (application
programming interface) 218. The function configMan-
agement 212 - is then used to complete the provisioning
of the endpoints (e.g., by installing software, registering
systems with Directory Services, setting Group Policy,
Folder Redirection, etc.) The function provisionStorage
214 controls configuration of high-performance storage
for use by users such as artists and editors.
[0124] By way of example - according to at least one
embodiment, a request for information is provided via a
GUI. The GUI may be configured such that it can be com-
pleted by a non-technical user. For example, the GUI
may be configured to request information that is not over-
ly technical - e.g., a number of graphic artists (e.g., Pho-
toshop artists, After Effects artists) and a number of ed-
itors that will be working to create the media content. The
GUI may also be configured to request information re-
garding an amount of high-performance memory storage
that is desired and/or required. The GUI may also be
configured to request the name of the show/program on
which the artists and editors will be working.

[0125] A response is received from the user. For ex-
ample, the response may provide the information noted
in the previous paragraph - e.g., a particular number of
graphic artists and a particular number of editors that will
be working to create the media content, the amount of
high-performance memory storage that is desired and/or
required, the name of the show/program on which the
artists and editors will be working.
[0126] The receipt of the response triggers an auton-
omous providing of a production environment to facilitate
production of the show/program. For example, the pro-
duction environment may include backend infrastructure,
virtual networks, storage devices and/or VDI desktops
that are suitable for facilitating production of the
show/program based on the information provided by the
user. In this regard, the number of VDI desktops (e.g.,
VDI workstations) that are created may be based on the
number of graphic artists and the number of editors that
were indicated. For example, the number of VDI desktops
that are created may equal a particular value retrieved
from a look-up table, where the particular value corre-
sponds to the number of graphic artists and the number
of editors that were indicated. As a further example, the
particular value may reflect a number of VDI desktops
that is estimated to be needed by the indicated numbers
of personnel (e.g., graphic artists and editors).
[0127] Based on the response from the user, instances
of workstations are created to reside in a cloud data cent-
er. The number of instances is commensurate with the
determined number of workstations.
[0128] In another example, users may not explicitly
specify the number of users expected to participate in
the production. The user may instead provide other in-
formation regarding production that will require the sys-
tem to more intelligently determine the type and amount
of resources to allocate. In one aspect, this information
may include the type of media content to be created such
as whether it will be a television show, a live action film,
an animated film, a live sporting event, a live news event,
a show meant for distribution over the Internet. Because
different types of media content may require different re-
sources, by specifying the type of media content to be
created, the system may select a subset of the type of
resources to allocate. In another aspect, the information
may include the schedule corresponding to different mile-
stones for creating the media content. The schedule may
indicate when production is to begin and end, when post-
production is to begin and end, when the show expects
to be available for distribution, when the show will air,
etc. By providing the schedule, the system will be able
to more accurately allocate resources because if the
schedule is compressed, the system may assume more
people will work on the show to meet the tighter deadlines
and thereby allocate more resources. That said, a show
with long deadlines with many milestones may still re-
quire many people but a show with long deadlines but
with a fewer number of milestones may have less priority
and fewer personnel and therefore need fewer resourc-
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es. In other aspects, the quality of the content may also
affect the number and type of resources to be allocated.
For example, shows intended for display in standard def-
inition, high definition, 4K, 8K, and other resolutions may
require different types and amounts of resources. In an-
other aspect, if the media content is to be created in many
different geographical locations, the resource allocation
may also consider allocating cloud resources in different
geographies and in greater consecutive time blocks be-
cause more people can be working on a project over
consecutive periods of time when they are in different
time zones. Further, while the foregoing disclosure has
described an instance of a virtual desktop as a resource,
other examples of resources are also applicable. For ex-
ample, for a single virtual desktop, there may be multiple
time blocks for which the desktop is allocated to a pro-
duction or to a user and each one of those time blocks
may be a separate resource or a group of resources.
When a production involves teams from different geog-
raphies and therefore different time zones, it may be an
efficient use of resources to allow the same production
to use a virtual desktop for a longer period (e.g., 6PM-
6AM Pacific) because users in Asia, for example, may
be able to utilize time slots that are not normally utilized
during the evening and night hours of the Pacific time
zone. Further, as production demands and timelines
change over time, the system may adapt to user input to
support sudden increases or decreases in resources as
well and the scheduling of those resources may be de-
termined based on the techniques previously described.
[0129] A particular capacity of high-performance stor-
age residing in the cloud data center is also reserved.
The storage capacity may also be commensurate with
the number of instances. For example, the storage re-
served may be at least sufficient to allow the workstation
instances to communicate with each other and to ex-
change files and other data between one another.
[0130] According to at least one embodiment, a new
isolated cloud environment is created on demand with
network rules to communicate with Cloud Provider Serv-
ices. Artist and editor workstations may be created on
demand using the latest Windows Images. Once booted,
configuration management may install the software nec-
essary for artists and/or editors to perform their tasks.
[0131] Upon completion of the automated process, the
user may be presented with a dashboard providing de-
tailed information about the newly provisioned infrastruc-
ture. For example, the dashboard may be provided at the
front-end endpoint 202. The user may then be able to
view/edit resources on demand. For example, the user
may view IP addresses and hostnames, edit system
specs, etc. The user may also add additional users (or
groups of users), set access policies, and view/edit high-
performance storage configuration.
[0132] As described earlier, the production environ-
ment may be provided to facilitate creation of a show (or
program). Once creation of the show is completed, the
resources of the production environment may no longer

be needed. For such a situation, the user is afforded the
ability to "collapse" the production environment at least
temporarily. The "collapsing" of the environment may not
involve an irreversible destruction of the production en-
vironment. Rather, a snapshot of the production environ-
ment (including all data that was created and any pref-
erences that were defined) may be performed, and the
snapshot may be archived in cloud-based storage. If
needed at a later time, the production environment cor-
responding to the show may be "rehydrated." The data
that had been created is retrieved from the archived stor-
age, and restored to the high-performance storage of the
production environment. In addition, compute resources
(e.g., virtual workstations) may be recreated on demand.
[0133] As described earlier, one or more aspects of
this disclosure are directed to using a cloud-based infra-
structure model to provide a production environment for
producing media content. The production environment
is provided (e.g., customized) based on the needs of a
user for creating a particular show (or program). Accord-
ing to at least one embodiment, the production environ-
ment is provided in an automated (or autonomous) man-
ner, such that the providing of the environment may be
considered as an automated delivery of a service for the
benefit of the user.
[0134] According to one or more embodiments, ease
of management may be improved. For example, the use
of non-persistent desktops (e.g., VDI desktops) allow ad-
ministrators to maintain one master image, instead of
managing individual desktops for each user. As another
example, a degree of scalability may be improved. In this
regard, a cloud architecture may be scaled dynamically
based on the number of users that are needed and/or
working at a given time. This may serve to eliminate (or
at least reduce) over-provisioning. Further, this allows
administrators to add/remove resources as necessary,
thereby improving cost effectiveness. Under the public
cloud model, customers typically pay only for the resourc-
es (e.g., computing resources, storage resources, etc.)
that are reserved and/or used.
[0135] Similar to the adding of resources, the upgrad-
ing of resources may be accomplished more readily. For
example, under the public cloud model, hardware spec-
ifications that are set forth may be scaled up on demand
as necessary. Similarly, software specifications may be
upgraded/modified on demand. For example, when
needed, a newest version of software (e.g., Adobe Cre-
ative Cloud) may be applied to the master image and
deployed to workstations.
[0136] According to one or more embodiments, a de-
gree of reliability may be improved. For example, utilizing
a public cloud enables hosting workstations in different
geographic availability zones. This may improve disaster
resiliency and may improve accessibility regardless of
the geographical location(s) at which one or more users
are located. For example, because workstations are
hosted in the cloud, a user may virtually access hosted
workstations from any of various geographical locations
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(e.g., geographical locations at which a suitably secure
connection can be provided). As such, it may be possible
for an artist/editor to work remotely (e.g., from a home
office).
[0137] According to one or more embodiments, a de-
gree of security/protection (e.g., from hackers) may be
improved. As described earlier, data associated with a
show/program resides not at endpoints (e.g., a physical
workstation installed at a geographic location accessible
by a user) but in a cloud environment (e.g., high-perform-
ance storage in the cloud). Protecting the cloud environ-
ment may be more feasible than protecting individual
endpoints. In this regard, the provided infrastructure may
use machine images on which recent security patches
(e.g., the most recent security patches) have been in-
stalled.
[0138] In an aspect, methods and techniques de-
scribed with respect to allocating, deploying, and using
resources for a virtual workstation may also be applied
to a VPCR and vice versa.
[0139] The foregoing described embodiments and fea-
tures are merely exemplary and are not to be construed
as limiting the present invention. The present teachings
can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses and
processes. The description of such embodiments is in-
tended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the
claims. Many alternatives, modifications, and variations
will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for providing an
environment comprising a virtual production control
room (VPCR) for creating media content, the method
comprising:

requesting, from a user, information regarding
the environment to be provided;
receiving, from the user, the information; and
creating the environment by provisioning a plu-
rality of resources for the VPCR from among a
plurality of cloud computing resources based on
the received information.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein:

the information comprises size information cor-
responding to the VPCR, the size information
specifying a number of inputs and a number of
outputs for the VPCR; and
provisioning the plurality of resources for the
VPCR comprises querying a slot database re-
garding availability of virtual slot resources for
the VPCR based on the size information.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2,

wherein provisioning the plurality of resources for
the VPCR further comprises:

receiving, from the slot database, slot informa-
tion regarding available virtual slot resources for
the VPCR; and
assigning the available virtual slot resources to
the VPCR.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, fur-
ther comprising:
configuring the plurality of resources for the VPCR
based on the information without further involvement
by any person including the user.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4,
wherein configuring the plurality of resources for the
VPCR comprises querying a router database regard-
ing availability of a virtual router resource for coupling
an input of the VPCR to a remote source stream or
coupling an output of the VPCR to a remote desti-
nation stream.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 5,
wherein configuring the plurality of resources for the
VPCR further comprises:

receiving, from the router database, router infor-
mation regarding an available virtual router re-
source; and
assigning the available virtual router resource
to the VPCR.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherein configuring the plurality of resources for the
VPCR further comprises autonomously configuring
a virtual router based on the available virtual router
resource, to couple the input of the VPCR to the re-
mote source stream, or to couple the output of the
VPCR to the remote destination stream.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7,
wherein autonomously configuring the virtual router
comprises subscribing the input of the VPCR to the
remote source stream, or subscribing the output of
the VPCR to the remote destination stream.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 7,
wherein:

the virtual router is autonomously configured to
couple the input of the VPCR to the remote
source stream; and
the method further comprises receiving one or
more data packets from the remote source
stream, the one or more data packets including
contextual information corresponding to the vir-
tual resources assigned to the VPCR, wherein
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the contextual information includes at least a slot
identifier or an alias corresponding to the VPCR.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9,
wherein the remote source stream is coupled to an
output of a second VPCR.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 7,
wherein:

the virtual router is autonomously configured to
couple the output of the VPCR to the remote
destination stream, wherein the remote destina-
tion stream is coupled to a broadcast network
or to a second VPCR; and
the method further comprises receiving one or
more data packets from the VPCR, the one or
more data packets including contextual informa-
tion corresponding to the virtual resources as-
signed to the VPCR, wherein the one or more
data packets are routed to the broadcast net-
work or to the second VPCR in the remote des-
tination stream based on the contextual infor-
mation.

12. A system for providing an environment comprising
a virtual production control room (VPCR) for creating
media content, the system comprising one or more
controllers configured to:

request, from a user, information regarding the
environment to be provided;
receive, from the user, the information; and
create the environment by provisioning a plural-
ity of resources for the VPCR from among a plu-
rality of cloud computing resources based on
the received information.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein:

the information comprises size information cor-
responding to the VPCR, the size information
specifying a number of inputs and a number of
outputs for the VPCR; and
the one or more controllers are further config-
ured to provision the plurality of resources for
the VPCR by querying a slot database regarding
availability of virtual slot resources for the VPCR
based on the size information.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the one or more
controllers are further configured to provision the plu-
rality of resources for the VPCR by:

receiving, from the slot database, slot informa-
tion regarding available virtual slot resources for
the VPCR; and
assigning the available virtual slot resources to

the VPCR.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more
controllers are further configured to:
configure the plurality of resources for the VPCR
based on the information without further involvement
by any person including the user.
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